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ABSTRACT/RÉSUMÉ 

Searching for the inclusive growth tax grail: 

the distributional impact of growth enhancing tax reform in Ireland 

The economic literature suggests that a revenue-neutral shift of tax revenues from income taxes to property 

taxes would increase GDP per capita in the medium term. This paper analyses for Ireland the consequences of 

such a shift in the tax mix. In particular, it examines whether this can be carried out in a way that would neither 

undermine income distribution nor depress government revenue. Simulations using the ESRI tax-benefit model, 

SWITCH, suggest it is possible to achieve such a broadly revenue-neutral tax shift in a non-regressive way, 

while lowering marginal tax rates for most taxpayers. In particular, reductions in the Universal Social Charge 

would reduce marginal and average tax rates and have a positive impact for the income of most households. 

This could be funded by shifting the tax base toward residential properties, though this might have an adverse 

effect on income distribution, due to Ireland’s high rates of home ownership throughout the income distribution. 

The analysis shows that low income groups could be protected through the careful introduction of income-

related supports, with revenue losses recovered through a more progressive property tax rate structure. Overall, 

the simulations show that a shift from labour to property tax can be pro-growth and pro-employment, without 

equity losses. The paper therefore suggests that tax reform can be inclusive. 

This working paper relates to the 2015 OECD Economic Survey of Ireland 

(www.oecd.org/eco/surveys/economic-survey-ireland). 

 

JEL Classification: H21;H23;H24;H53;I31;I38 

Keywords: Ireland, tax, tax mix, tax base, property tax, income tax, marginal tax rates, tax reform, welfare, 

benefits, simulations, income distribution, inclusive, equity, growth 

***** 

Á la recherche du graal de l’impôt inclusif : l'impact redistributif de la réforme de l'impôt pour 

améliorer la croissance en Irlande 

La littérature économique suggère qu'un transfert, neutre en termes de recettes fiscales, de l’impôt sur le 

revenu à l'impôt foncier augmenterait le PIB par habitant dans le moyen terme. Ce document analyse dans le cas 

de l’Irlande les conséquences d'un tel changement de la composition des recettes fiscales. En particulier, il 

examine si cela peut être effectué sans porter atteinte à la répartition des revenus et aux recettes du 

gouvernement. Des simulations faires à l'aide du modèle impôts-prestations sociales de ESRI, SWITCH, 

suggèrent qu'il est possible de faire un tel transfert d’impôt sans incidence sur les recettes, d'une manière non 

régressive, et tout en réduisant les taux marginaux d'imposition pour la plupart des contribuables. En particulier, 

réduire la charge sociale universelle permettrait de réduire les taux d'imposition marginaux et moyens et d’avoir 

un impact positif sur les revenus de la plupart des ménages. Cela pourrait être financé en transférant l’assiette 

fiscale vers les propriétés immobilières, bien que cela pourrait avoir un effet négatif sur la distribution des 

revenus en raison de taux élevés d’accès à la propriété immobilière en Irlande. L'analyse montre que les groupes 

à faible revenu pourraient être protégés en calibrant minutieusement les mesures de soutien au revenu des 

personnes concernées, mesures qui seraient elles-mêmes financées grâce à une structure plus progressive de 

l’imposition des propriétés immobilières. Au total, les simulations montrent que transférer l’assiette fiscale de la 

main-d'œuvre à la propriété immobilière pourrait être favorable à la croissance et à l’emploi, sans pertes en 

termes d’équité. Le document suggère donc que la réforme fiscale peut être inclusive. 

Ce Document de travail se rapporte à l’Étude économique de l’OCDE de Irlande 2015 

(www.oecd.org/fr/eco/etudes/etude-economique-irlande.htm). 

Classification : H21;H23;H24;H53;I31;I38 

Mots-clés : Irlande, impôt, composition des recettes fiscales, assiette fiscale, impôt foncier, impôt sur le revenu, 

taux marginaux d'imposition, réforme de la fiscalité, bien-être, prestations sociales, simulations, répartition des 

revenus, inclusion sociale, équité, croissance 

http://www.oecd.org/eco/surveys/economic-survey-ireland
http://www.oecd.org/fr/eco/etudes/etude-economique-irlande.htm
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SEARCHING FOR THE INCLUSIVE GROWTH TAX GRAIL: THE DISTRIBUTIONAL 

IMPACT OF GROWTH ENHANCING TAX REFORM IN IRELAND 

Brendan O’Connor, Terence Hynes, David Haugh and Patrick Lenain
1.
 

Introduction 

1. The overall tax structure matters for GDP growth. Broadly speaking, a shift from labour income 

to consumption or property taxation is found to promote growth (Johansson et al., 2008, Arnold et al., 

2011, O’Connor, 2013). However, shifting the taxation burden in this way can have adverse implications 

for income distribution, and thus often prove controversial. 

2. Taxation changes, even if they would promote growth, are unlikely to be implemented or could 

be reversed if they are perceived as regressive and undermine other government goals. Is a growth, equity 

trade-off unavoidable or do ‘win-win’ reforms exist that can reduce the distortionary effects of the tax 

burden without leading to equity losses? 

3. The paper first briefly discusses the fiscal composition literature on the tax mix and growth and 

identifies growth-promoting policies that are commonly advocated. Of these, the specific changes that 

would be the most growth enhancing in Ireland are a function of current features of the tax system 

compared with other OECD countries that are discussed below. The paper then simulates changes to policy 

calibrated to the Irish tax system in 2015.
2
 The simulations examine the consequences of these policy 

changes for disposable income distribution, financial incentives to work as well as the fiscal costs.  

4. The simulations suggest that a shift from labour taxation to property tax in Ireland can be 

achieved in a way that reduces marginal tax rates for most tax payers and does not lead to a regressive 

outcome. In addition, such a change would be expected to permanently increase output and employment in 

the economy. However, it should be acknowledged that there are trade-offs. Such a change requires a 

                                                      
1
 This paper was prepared as supporting material for the OECD Economic Survey of Ireland published in September 

2015 under the authority of the Economic and Development Review Committee. Brendan O’Connor and Terence 

Hynes work in the Economics Division of the Department of Finance, Ireland. David Haugh and Patrick Lenain work 

in the Economics Department of the OECD. The authors would like to thank Tim Callan, Michael Savage and 

colleagues at the Economic and Social Research Institute for access to and technical support with the ESRI 

“SWITCH” tax-benefit model used in this paper. The authors would also like to thank David Hegarty, Department of 

Finance, Ireland, Bob Ford, Economics Department, OECD and Bert Brys, Centre for Tax Policy and Administration, 

OECD for useful comments on this paper. Any errors in the modelling or interpretation of results are solely the 

responsibility of the authors. 

2
 This paper is based on simulating policy reforms based on the tax system in 2015. In October 2015, the Irish 

Government announced as part of Budget 2016 that it would reduce the Universal Social Charge (USC) from 2016. 

These changes reduced the bottom three USC rates from 1.5% to 1%, 3.5% to 3% and 7% to 5.5% respectively. The 

threshold between the second and third bands was increased from EUR 17576 to EUR 18669. This policy change is 

similar to that proposed in simulation 7 of this paper. Even after the 2016 policy change, there remains further 

potential to reduce the USC.  
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relatively complex tax design and some of the growth-enhancing effects of the shift are lowered by 

features required to maintain equity. 

Why and how does the tax structure matter for growth?  

5. Taxes matter for economic growth because they affect incentives to work, save and invest. The 

literature is, however, not entirely consensual. OECD empirical research has suggested a ranking of taxes 

according to their effects on GDP per capita. Recurrent taxes on immovable property are found to be the 

least distortive in terms of reducing the long-run GDP per capita level, followed by consumption taxes (and 

other property taxes), personal income taxes and corporate income taxes (Arnold et al. 2011). 

6. Other work has found less clear evidence. Acosta-Ormaechea and Yoo (2012) using a larger 

sample of countries find that shifting from property and consumption taxes to income taxes is negative for 

GDP per capita growth in middle and high income countries but there is not strong evidence of this for low 

income countries. Afonso and Jalles (2014)  using a large sample of developed and developing countries 

concludes that income taxes are usually negative to growth.  

7. The results in Arnold et al. (2011) appear to be sensitive to estimation technique and sample but 

the result that property taxes are less harmful to growth than other taxation types does appear robust, 

particularly for Ireland, the United Kingdom and Finland (Xing, 2011, 2012). Property taxes are less 

distortive because these taxes do not affect the decisions of households and firms to supply labour, invest 

in human and physical capital and innovate to the same extent as other taxes (Johansson et al., 2008). A 

property tax increase will not create a substitution effect to induce people to work less because it does not 

make labour less attractive relative to leisure as the property tax liability does not depend on labour market 

status. Only an income effect occurs: a higher property tax will make people poorer so it increases the 

incentive to work harder.  

8.  A personal income tax cut will induce individuals to work harder (substitution effect), which is 

often considered to be larger than the income effect, which has the opposite sign (a tax rate decrease will 

make people richer so they work less). Empirical work confirms this: personal income taxes are found to 

have strong negative effects on labour supply, particularly of workers with high labour-supply elasticity, 

such as second earners in households, often women. Based on a sample of 21 OECD countries including 

Ireland for the period 1996-2003, a one percentage point increase in the marginal tax rate is estimated to 

reduce the hours worked by women by around 0.7% (Causa, 2008). Labour taxation is also found to have 

an impact on investment in human capital. Empirical evidence suggests reducing marginal income tax rates 

tends to boost investment in human capital (Heckman et al., 1998; Oliveira Martins et al., 2009).  

 

9. Previous work suggests that a revenue-neutral shift of 1% of tax revenues from income taxes to 

consumption and property taxes would increase GDP per capita by between 0.25% and 1% in the long run, 

depending on the specification (Arnold et al., 2011). Research suggests that the effect is also sizeable in 

Ireland with a €1 billion (2.4% of 2014 tax revenues) shift in tax revenues leading to a 0.32% increase in 

the level of GDP and a 0.43% increase in employment in the medium-term (O’Connor, 2013). 

Main Features of the Irish Tax System in an International Context  

Ireland has a highly progressive income tax system and a highly redistributive tax and transfer system 

by OECD standards 

10. Ireland has average effective tax rates which are much lower than the OECD average until well 

above the average wage (Table 1). 
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 Table 1:  Average income tax, including universal social charge, plus employee social security contributions 
at different wage levels (expressed as a percentage of the average wage), 2014  

 Single no children 

(67 % AW) 

Single no children 

(100 % AW) 

Single no children 

(167 % AW) 

Ireland 14% 21% 33% 

OECD-Average 21% 26% 31% 

Note: The OECD average does not take the “non-tax compulsory payments” (NTCPs) which employees or employers have to pay 
into account. NTCPs are compulsory payments paid to private (health, pension, etc.) funds. No such contributions are levied in 
Ireland. The average wage is the gross wage earnings that workers in the private sector earn on average in a particular year. 

Source: OECD Taxing Wages database 

11. Despite low average taxation, Ireland maintains a highly progressive tax system relative to other 

countries. One way of capturing this idea is to look at the ratio of the tax wedge at different points on the 

income distribution across countries.
3
 Figure 1below shows the ratios of tax wedges at 167% and 67% of 

the average wage across a range of OECD countries. Ireland’s ratio is 1.8, compared with 1.3 times for the 

OECD average, and is the second highest in the OECD after Israel. 

Figure 1: OECD Progressivity Measure - Ratio of average tax wedges at 167% and 67% of Average Wage for 
single taxpayers, 2014  

 

Source: OECD Taxing Wages 

12. While this approach compares only two points on the income distribution, other research by the 

OECD has observed this relationship over multiple income ranges. Ireland’s tax system is generally more 

progressive over multiple income ranges under this analysis compared to other OECD countries (Paturot et 

al., 2013). 

13. The progressive nature of the tax system, along with social benefits, make the tax-transfer system 

highly redistributive by international standards. As a result, market income inequality in Ireland is reduced 

from the highest in the OECD to around the OECD median in terms of disposable income. Figure 2 

illustrates this point by showing the reduction in the market income Gini Coefficient (i.e. before taxes and 

                                                      
3
 The average tax wedge measures the total taxes paid by employees and employers, including social security 

contributions, minus family benefits received, as a percentage of the total labour costs of the employer. 
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charges) achieved by a range of OECD countries.
4
 As can be seen, the Gini Coefficient falls by 0.27 for 

Ireland, compared with an OECD average reduction of 0.17, when moving from a market income to 

disposable income measure of inequality. 

Figure 2: Difference in Gini coefficient between market and disposable incomes, 2011  

 

                  Source: OECD Income distribution and Poverty database 

Taxation of Personal Income in Ireland 

14. Taxation of personal income in Ireland consists of two main component taxes – income tax, and 

the Universal Social Charge (USC) which was introduced in 2011. There also exists a social security 

system with employee and employer contributions.  

15. Income tax operates using a two rate structure with different thresholds depending on family type 

(Table 2). A lower rate of 20% applies on all income up to a band threshold whereupon income is taxed up 

to a higher rate of 40%. This band threshold is €33,800 for a taxpayer who is assessed on an individual 

basis by the Revenue authorities. For a jointly assessed one-income couple this threshold is €42,800 and 

for a two-income couple this is €67,600. A one-parent family has a threshold of €37,800. Ireland has two 

main tax credits in the form of a personal tax credit and an employee tax credit. Both are set at €1650. As 

such, a single taxpayer with combined credits of €3,300 does not begin paying the income tax until they 

have income of €16,500.  

 

 

 

 

                                                      
4
 The Gini coefficient is a statistical measure of a country's inequality. The Gini coefficient ranges from a value of 

zero to one. A Gini coefficient of zero expresses perfect equality, i.e. where all households or individuals have the 

same income whereas a Gini coefficient of one expresses perfect inequality, i.e. where only one person has all the 

income and all others have none. 
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Table 2: Income Tax Rate Schedule, 2015  

How to read this table: A single person is taxed (before credits) at a rate of 20% of their income between EUR 0 and EUR    
33800. The remaining income above EUR 33800 is taxed at a rate of 40%. 

16. The USC is operated on the basis of low rates with a wide base. The base is wider than the 

income tax in the sense that individuals become liable to pay it at a €12,012 rather than €16,500 in the 

income tax system (Table 3). It also has fewer exemptions available to reduce the tax liability for 

individuals relative to the income tax system. Once a person’s income exceeds €12,012, their whole 

income is liable at 1.5% up to this value. A 3.5% rate applies between income from €12,012 to €17,576, a 

7% rate between €17,576 and €70,044 and an 8% rate for those earning above €70,044. An additional rate 

is applied at 11% for those earning income from self-employment above €100,000.   

Table 3: USC Rate Schedule, 2015  

Rate Income band 

1.50% Up to €12,012 

3.50% From €12,012 to €17,576 

7% From €17,576 to €70,044 

8% From €70,044 to €100,000 

8% Any PAYE income over €100,000 

11%  Self-employed income over €100,000 

17. Social security (PRSI) contributions are a smaller component of labour taxation in Ireland. Most 

employees in Ireland pay PRSI at a rate of 4%.
5
 The combined top marginal tax rate for employees of 52% 

is therefore made up of the 40% income tax rate, the 8% USC rate and the PRSI rate of 4%. 

18. Figure 3 shows the key points on an income range where marginal tax rates jump up in Ireland 

for an individually assessed taxpayer. USC becomes payable at €12,012 with income tax beginning at 

€16,500. At €18,304, the combined impact of USC, income tax and PRSI at rates of 7%, 20% and 4% 

respectively, result in a marginal  tax rate of 31% up until €33,800, where the higher rate of income tax 

commences and the marginal tax rate becomes 51%. At €70,044 the higher USC rate of 8% kicks in and 

the top marginal tax rate of 52% for employee income applies. However for those with self-employment 

income over €100,000, there is an additional USC rate of 11%, resulting in a top marginal tax rate of 55%.  

                                                      
5
 Employees earning over €352 per week, equivalent to €18,304 per annum, pay 4% PRSI on all of their earnings, 

while employees earning less than €352 gross per week (before tax) are exempt from employee contributions. Employers 

pay 8.5% an employee’s earnings up to €356 and 10.75% on earnings over €356. 

Family Type Rate 

  20% 40% 

Single person €33,800 Balance 

One parent family €37,800 Balance 

Married couple/civil partners, one income €42,800 Balance 

Married couple/civil partners, two incomes Up to €67,600 Balance 
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Figure 3: Average and Marginal Effective Tax Rates in Ireland for an individually assessed person, 2015 

 

                  Source: Department of Finance calculations 

19. Figure 4 below shows the top marginal tax rates for all OECD countries in 2014. This includes 

income taxes (in Ireland’s case, income tax and USC), as well as employee’s social security contributions 

(i.e. PRSI in Ireland). At 52%, Ireland’s top marginal tax rate is joint 9
th
 highest in the OECD, 9 percentage 

points below the highest in the OECD (Portugal), and 8 percentage points above the OECD average.  

Figure 4: Top Marginal Rates across OECD Countries in 2014  

 

    Source: OECD Taxing Wages 

20. Particularly striking in international comparison is that the relatively high top marginal tax rate in 

Ireland is reached at low point in the income distribution by OECD standards. This can be established by 

comparing the relationship of the threshold at which one begins paying the top rate to the average wage for 
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each country. In 2014, the point at which Irish tax payers begin paying the top marginal tax rate of 52% 

was at the average wage (Figure 5) which was the 3
rd

 lowest in the OECD compared to just over 5 times 

the average wage for the OECD as a whole. 

Figure 5: Threshold where taxpayer becomes liable to the top marginal tax rate as a multiple of the average 
wage in 2014  

 

Note: The threshold multiple for Mexico is 29.5. 

Source: OECD Taxing Wages 

21. This appears to be partly a function of the way gross earnings are distributed in Ireland and a 

desire to achieve strong progressivity. By OECD standards the distribution of gross earnings is skewed in 

Ireland. The OECD’s labour force survey database shows the ratios of the 9th to 1st deciles and median to 

1
st
 decile gross earnings are respectively 7

th
 and 6

th
 highest in the OECD.  It also shows the incidence of 

low pay (i.e. the percentage of households earning less than two-thirds of median earnings) is the 3
rd

 

highest in the OECD at 23%. This combined with sizeable income tax credits means that a large share of 

households pay no income tax at all. For a given revenue need, this narrower tax base correspondingly 

requires a high marginal rate to be applied relatively low in the income distribution. 

22. Budget 2015 increased the point at which people began paying the top rate of 52% to €70,044. 

However, a significant proportion of the population still begin paying the slightly lower marginal tax rate 

of 51% from an income of €33,800. This marginal tax rate would still be the joint 11
th
 highest of all OECD 

countries in 2014.  

23. This section identified that in comparison to other OECD countries, marginal tax rates in Ireland 

are high and more importantly the point at which people begin to pay them on the income distribution is 

quite low. High marginal tax rates penalise economic growth especially in the medium term as they reduce 

the incentive to work and can induce tax avoidance behaviour. 

Simulating Taxes and Welfare Changes  

24. The preceding sections illustrated the empirical and theoretical research on growth enhancing tax 

reforms as well as particular aspects of the Irish tax system that may act as a drag on growth. This section 

seeks to identify a win-win reform that would lead to growth enhancing macroeconomic outcomes, 
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consistent with economic theory, in a manner that does not lead to losses for low income groups, or 

significant gains for high income groups.  

25. OECD (2010) presented empirical and theoretical evidence that there could be gains in terms of 

long-run GDP per capita from increasing the use of property taxes relative to income taxes without 

changing overall tax revenues.
6
  This shift would likely have larger effects on GDP per capita if it was in 

the form of cuts in marginal personal income tax rates rather than increases in thresholds (although the 

latter would be more effective at reducing inequality). A shift to increased taxation of immovable property 

would also give rise to a more stable tax revenue base. The reform explored herein therefore considers 

marginal tax rates. In particular, the low entry point to the top marginal rate in Ireland, relative to other 

OECD countries, warrants examination.  

26. O’Connor (2013) presented the results from the Economic and Social Research Institute (ESRI) 

HERMES macroeconomic model of a €1 billion (2.4% of 2015 total tax revenues) revenue neutral shift 

from income tax to property tax (Box 2). The results, set out in Table 4 below, indicated that such a reform 

would result in a permanent increase in the levels of GDP and employment of 0.32% and 0.43% in the 

medium term. Whilst the reforms in this paper are calibrated to a shift of €500 million, results from the 

HERMES model are linear and as such can be proportionately scaled to a smaller reform.   

Table 4: Output and employment impact of €1bn revenue neutral shift from labour taxation to property 
taxation 

Year* 1 2 3 4 5 

Real GDP levels (pp) 0.00 0.16 0.26 0.32 0.32 

Employment levels (pp) 0.00 0.11 0.26 0.41 0.43 

Source: O’Connor (2013) from ESRI HERMES macroeconomic model 

* Note: year T represents the year in which the reform is introduced 

 

27. The distributional impacts of the reforms are simulated using the ESRI tax-benefit model, 

SWITCH. The SWITCH model is a micro-simulation model that estimates the distributional impact on 

household incomes, as well as impacts on financial incentives to work, in terms of changes in replacement 

rates and marginal effective tax rates, from changes in fiscal policy. 

28. Simulations results are presented which show the estimated exchequer cost and distributional 

impacts of a range of labour tax and property tax reforms. The distributional impacts on household 

incomes are presented on a decile and quintile basis. Reforms to the in-work benefit, the Family Income 

Supplement, are also explored (Annex). 

SWITCH Model description  

29. The ESRI SWITCH model is a micro-simulation tax-benefit model based on data from the 

Survey of Income and Living Conditions (SILC), a large-scale nationally representative sample of 

households. The modelling processes includes the construction of new weights for the survey households, 

based on statistical information from the Revenue’s Income Distribution Statistics, and forecasts of 

employment, unemployment and whether the person is receipt of social welfare for the next budgetary 

year. In this way the model seeks to represent the great diversity of household circumstances relevant to 

tax and social welfare. Administrative tax data discussed in Kennedy et al. (2015) tends to have less 
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coverage of poor and non-tax paying households, but has more accurate and reliable information on the 

highest income households  

30. At present the capabilities of the model include: 

 Estimation of the net budgetary cost of packages of tax and/or welfare changes;  

 Estimation of the distribution of gains and losses from certain tax and welfare policy changes; and,  

 The impact of policy changes on financial incentives to work, and work more, as measured by 

replacement rates and changes in marginal effective tax rates.
7
 

31. Results from the model can be expressed for three basic units of analysis - a household, a tax unit 

and an income sharing unit. The household is the widest unit of analysis. A tax unit represents a married 

couple or single person, together with all children aged less than 15 and children aged less than 18 in full-

time education. An income sharing unit is a wider definition than a tax unit and includes third level 

students living with their parent. This group would be regarded as tax separate units under the tax unit 

definition. For the purposes of this paper the unit of analysis is at the household level, on an equivalised 

basis (Box 1).  

Box 1 Equivalisation within SWITCH 

Household incomes are equivalised within SWITCH. Equivalisation takes into account the fact that 
larger households usually need a higher income than smaller households to achieve a comparable 
standard of living. Equivalence scales are used to calculate the equivalised household size in a 
household.  The national scale for Ireland uses a scale of 1 for the first adult, 0.66 for each subsequent 
adult (aged 14+ living in the household) and 0.33 for each child aged less than 14. 

Under the above scales a household of 1 adult, a household of 2 adults, and a household of 2 
adults and one child under the age of 14 - are considered to have equivalent resources available to them 
if they have actual total household incomes of €1000, €1666 and €1999 per week respectively.  

Reform Simulations and Results  

32. As outlined above, the highly progressive nature of Ireland’s income tax system results in around 

18% of tax-payer units facing high marginal tax rates of at least 51% from incomes just above the average 

wage. This negatively affects labour supply decisions, and through this channel, economic growth. 

Reducing the labour supply disincentives caused by the current income tax structure provides an 

opportunity for a growth enhancing reform.  

                                                      
7
 The ESRI carry out comparisons of the revenue/cost projections of changing different tax measures with the 

Revenue Commissioner’s forecasting model. While the SWITCH model projections are close to those of the Revenue 

Commissioners they are not perfectly consistent. As such, revenue/cost projections included in this paper are only 

approximate.  
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Reductions in income tax and increases in the standard rate band benefit a relatively small cohort of 

taxpayers 

33. The first reforms analysed relate to income tax, in particular the top rate of income tax and the 

threshold for this rate. In simulation 1 the top income tax rate is reduced by 1%, from 40 percent to 39 

percent, and then, in Simulation 2, the standard rate band is increased by €2000, from €33,800 to €35,800.  

34. The net exchequer cost for Simulation 1 is €200m and results in an average gain of 0.27% in 

equivalised disposable weekly income for all deciles. As the benefit of the tax change increases with 

income it is intuitive that the 10
th
 decile shows the biggest gain of 0.87%. Smaller gains of 0.27% and 

0.16% occur for the 9
th
 and 8

th
 deciles respectively. Gains below the 8

th
 decile are negligible at less than 

0.1% of weekly equivalised disposable income. Thus, the gains are largely concentrated in the top deciles. 

Figure 6:  Simulation 1, Reduction in the 40% Income Tax rate by 1% to 39%, percentage change in equivalised 
disposable income  

 

 

35. Turning to an increase in the standard rate band, the SWITCH model estimates a net exchequer 

cost of €292m, with an average gain of 0.39% in equivalised disposable weekly income. Gains are more 

evenly distributed across the top 5 to 7 deciles than the reduction in the top rate as, for example, an 

individually assessed tax unit gains the same absolute amount of income if their income is above €35,800 

i.e. the new higher rate threshold. The 9
th
 decile shows the biggest gains of 0.75%, with gains falling off in 

the 10
th
 decile. As the gain from the reform is constant in cash terms this fall in the 10

th
 decile is due to a 

denominator effect caused by larger disposable income in the 10
th
 decile relative to the 9

th
. Negligible gains 

occur in the first three deciles and may be explained due to the process of equivalisation wherein some 

households that benefit from the change in the standard rate band, and who would appear in the middle 

deciles on a pre-equivalisation basis, actually appear in the lower deciles on a post-equivalisation basis due 

to their household composition. 
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Figure 7: Simulation 2, Increase in the standard rate band of €33,800 by €2000 to €35,800 for a individually 
assessed tax unit and correspondingly for other tax unit types, percentage change in equivalised disposable 

income  

 

36. Budget 2015 introduced a new 8% rate of USC for those earning €70,044 and above. This was 

introduced to cap the benefit of reductions in the top income tax rate. It is possible to replicate the 

approach to limit the gains to the upper deciles by increasing the top rate of USC from 8% to 9%, 

alongside a 1% reduction in the top income tax rate. Simulation 3 below illustrates the distributional 

impact. 

37. SWITCH estimates the net exchequer cost of this reform as €117m so, comparing with 

Simulation 1, increasing the top USC rate in tandem with decreases in the top income tax rate saves 

approximately €73m. The gains in the 10
th
 decile are substantially reduced, with gains of 0.4% as against 

0.87% in the reform without the USC increase, with small reductions in gains for the 8
th
 and 9

th
 deciles 

also.  

Figure 8: Simulation 3, Reduction in the 40% income tax rate by 1% to 39% and increase the 8% rate of USC to 
9%, percentage change in equivalised disposable income  

 

 

38. In terms of why core income tax changes are mainly impacting on the higher deciles, work by 

Collins (2014) using 2013 SILC data, indicates that 82% of employees can be found in deciles 5 to 10 (on 
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an equivalised basis); hence changes to the core income tax system tend to impact at the higher end of the 

income distribution. 

Reductions in the Universal Social Charge can reduce marginal and average tax rates and achieve a 

broader impact on household incomes 

39. Changes introduced in Budget 2015 resulted in the 7% USC rate applying to income between 

€17,542, approximately equivalent to income for a full time equivalent employee at the national minimum 

wage, and €70,044. The broad nature of the income range that the 7 percent rate applies to would suggest, 

a priori, that USC changes should have a wider distributional impact than the income tax reforms that were 

discussed above.  

40. The distributional impact of a 1.5 percent reduction in the 7 percent rate, and 0.25 percent 

reduction in the 3.5 percent rate, which applied to income between €12,012 and €17,542, is shown below. 

The inclusion of a reduction in the 3.5 percent rate is designed to spread the gains to lower income groups.  

Figure 9: Simulation 4, Reduce 7% USC rate by 1.5% and the 3.5% rate by 0.25%, percentage change in 
equivalised disposable income  

 

 

41. SWITCH estimates this USC reform to result in a net exchequer cost of €475m with an average 

gain of 0.63% in weekly equivalised disposable income across all income deciles. The gains from this 

reform reach further down the income distribution, reflecting the low threshold to the 3.5% rate. Gains 

steadily rise between each decile until the 9
th
 where they peak at just under 1% of disposable income.  

42. Such a reform would result in a top marginal rate of 49.5% for all tax payers with income less 

than €70,000 and a lower average effective rate for tax payers with an income above €12,012 per annum. 

While the top marginal rate would remain at 52% for tax payers with income above €70,000, the reduction 

in the average effective tax rate could improve Ireland’s attractiveness as a location for high skilled labour, 

as it is the average effective rate that determines participation (i.e. the extensive margin), as opposed to the 

marginal rate which determines the amount of work (i.e. the intensive margin) after the participation 

decision has been made.  
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43.  Table 5 shows the percentage of those in employment by whether or not they experience a 

change in their Marginal Effective Tax Rate (METR). SWITCH models METRs by showing the amount of 

an additional €100 in earnings that is taxed away. This shows that 68% of the population of employed 

persons (i.e. employees and self-employed) have a reduction in their METR as a result of Simulation 4. 

 

Table 5: Percentage of employed persons by change in marginal effective tax rates  

Increase 0% 
No Change 32% 
Decrease  68% 
Total  100% 

              Note: Numbers subject to rounding 

Shifting the burden to property tax is challenging due to high home ownership shares throughout the 

income distribution 

44. Ireland introduced a recurrent tax on residential property, the Local Property Tax (LPT), in 2013. 

In 2014 the LPT yielded revenue of approximately €480 million (roughly 0.3% of 2014 nominal GDP), 

which is low by international comparison (OECD, 2015).
8
 The tax is based on self-assessed market values 

with a rate of 0.18% applied to the mid-point of an applicable valuation band. The first valuation band 

applies to properties valued below €100,000 with nineteen further bands of €50,000 each up to €1 million 

(Table 6). The incremental value of a property above €1 million is taxed at a rate of 0.25%. As property 

ownership is wide-spread and property values do not rise fast with income the tax structure is only mildly 

progressive.  

                                                      
8
 The 2014 LPT yield estimate is net of the impact of deferrals and exemptions but does not account for the local 

adjustment factor that was introduced in 2015 and which allows local authorities to vary rates by up to 15% above or 

below the central rate. 
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Table 6: LPT liabilities for different bands  

Property Band (€) Mid-point (€) LPT Liability (€) 

 100,000 50,000 90 
100,000 150,000 125,000 225 
150,000 200,000 175,000 315 
200,000 250,000 225,000 405 
250,000 300,000 275,000 495 
300,000 350,000 325,000 585 
350,000 400,000 375,000 675 
400,000 450,000 425,000 765 
450,000 500,000 475,000 855 
500,000 550,000 525,000 945 
550,000 600,000 575,000 1035 
600,000 650,000 625,000 1125 
650,000 700,000 675,000 1215 
700,000 750,000 725,000 1305 
750,000 800,000 775,000 1395 
800,000 850,000 825,000 1485 
850,000 900,000 875,000 1575 
900,000 950,000 925,000 1665 
950,000 1,000,000 975,000 1755 

45. The share of home ownership across income deciles has important implications for how property 

taxes can be structured to ensure they are equitable. Overall a high share of Irish households own their own 

home. According to the Household Finance and Consumption Survey (HFCS) 70.5% of households own 

their homes, compared with a euro area average of 60%. Approximately 10% of households own other 

residential properties (e.g. buy-to-let, holiday homes, etc.). 

46. The share of home ownership is not particularly concentrated amongst higher income groups 

with a 60% share attributed to the first quintile according to the HFCS, dipping slightly in the second 

quintile and rising in quintiles 3 to 5, (Table 7). A cross-check of these statistics against data from SILC, 

show a similar reported pattern of home ownership (Table 8). In addition, the median value of the 

household’s main residence does not increase that steeply with income (Table 9). This high home 

ownership share and relatively flat value distribution throughout the income distribution poses challenges 

for structuring a reform that shifts the labour tax burden towards property taxes in a non-regressive 

manner. 

Table 7: Household Main Residence (HMR) ownership rates and HMR value as a percentage of Real and 
Financial Assets  

Income 
Quintile 

% who own Household Main Residence HMR % of real & financial 
assets 

0%-20% 60 62 

20%-40% 57 55 

40%-60% 68 54 

60%-80% 79 48 

80%-100% 89 40 

   Source: Lawless et al, (2015) 
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Table 8: Proportion of households that own property (with or without mortgage), by decile  

Bottom 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Top 

63% 51% 59% 67% 68% 76% 74% 87% 89% 91% 

Source: Survey on Income and Living Conditions, Central Statistics Office, 20109 

Table 9: Median value of Household Main Residence  

Income quintile 0-20% 20-39% 40-59% 60-79% 80-100% 

Euros 000s 120 130 150 150 220 

     Source Household Finance and Consumption Survey (2013) 

Low income groups could be protected through the careful introduction of income related supports, with 

revenue losses recovered through a more progressive rate structure 

47. The proposed USC reforms outlined above were estimated to cost in the range of €450-500m, 

which approximately equates to the 2014 LPT yield of €470m. The simulations are designed to be broadly 

revenue neutral reforms as the focus of the paper is the fiscal composition holding the fiscal stance roughly 

constant. In the first instance a ‘straw-man’ reform that doubles the current LPT rate of 0.18% to 0.36%, 

and which should, a priori, finance the USC reduction, is simulated (Figure 10).  

Figure 10: Simulation 5, Doubling of the rate of the Local Property Tax, percentage change in equivalised 
disposable income  

 

 

48. The results show that a straight increase (doubling) in the local property tax rate would have a 

regressive impact, with the largest losses expected to occur in the first decile with losses generally 

declining as income rises. Overall an average loss of 0.56% is estimated across the full distribution which 

is less than the average gains from the USC reforms. It is noteworthy that losses of just under 1% are 

                                                      
9
 The authors thank Michael Savage and Tim Callan of the ESRI for providing these statistics from SILC 2010 
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estimated in the first decile which would not be compensated for by the USC reform. The results show the 

distributional effect assuming property owners are paying the taxes. However, some of the LPT may 

eventually be passed on to renters in higher rents. This is likely to make the taxation change more 

regressive as higher income households are more likely to own second properties to rent (see Lawless et al, 

2015). 

49. An interesting outcome from the simulation is that the lowest losses are observed in decile 8. 

Deeper analysis shows that while home ownership is high in this decile, property values are relatively low 

in relation to income. This may partly be explained by equivalisation, which would, ceteris paribus, 

increase the decile position of a young household without children, a household that would be expected to 

have comparatively lower value properties. 

50. To illustrate the difficulty in shifting the burden to property tax in a manner that protects low 

income groups, the simulation below shows the distributional impact of doubling the LPT only for 

properties valued above €300,000 (Figure 11). The results, which are driven by high home ownership rates 

throughout the income distribution as well as the weak correlation between property values and income, 

indicates that the impact of this approach does not fit either a regressive or progressive pattern. 

Figure 11: Simulation 6, Doubling LPT on properties above €300,000, percentage change in equivalised 
disposable income  

 

 

51. Increasing the rate of LPT on higher value properties does not, on its own, protect low income 

groups as one might a-priori assume. An income related offset would be needed to avoid losses for low 

income groups but this would be at the expense of complicating the administration of the property tax 

system as well as having some negative effect on labour supply incentives.  

52. As with all income related supports, poverty traps may arise when an individual’s income rises 

above the threshold for the support in question. A system known as ‘marginal relief’ that tapers the liability 

to LPT as income progresses above the threshold, could be introduced to avoid these traps.
10

 However such 

                                                      
10

 The approach to marginal relief in SWITCH is to apply a payment equal to the lower amount of either (a) the actual 

amount of property tax due or (b) a rate of marginal relief times the difference between the person’s income and the 

income threshold for the income related support (i.e. MR rate*[income – threshold]). For example consider a person 

with income of €12,000 that owns a property valued in the €150,000 to €200,000 band, with an associated LPT 
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a system has the drawback of introducing a marginal effective tax rate for the beneficiary which, 

depending on the property value, could have a very long ‘tail’ up the income distribution. 

53. Simulation 7 builds on Simulation 5 by adding an income related support such that those 

households with equivalised incomes below a threshold of €10,000 pay a capped amount of the minimum 

of €90 (Figure 12). The threshold is itself equivalised and is defined such that for a single adult household 

a threshold of €10,000 is applied with an increase of €6,660 for each additional person over the age of 14 

and an additional €3,330 for each person below 14. In this simulation marginal relief is offered at a rate of 

5% of the difference between a household’s threshold and their income (i.e. the taxpayer is liable for the 

lower of 0.05*([income – threshold]) or the actual amount of LPT due). It should be noted that such an 

arrangement would introduce a degree of complexity into the administration of the local property tax.  

Figure 12: Simulation 7, Double LPT rate with income related supports, percentage change in equivalised 
disposable income  

 

 

54. Simulation 7 shows a progressive shape to the LPT reform (Figure 12). However, the revenue 

gain is almost halved compared to the reform without income supports. The cost would be in the region of 

€200-€250m. This implies that a progressive change in LPT will have to generate the bulk of revenue 

needed for the reform from higher deciles and would require significantly higher rates.  

55. Table 10 below shows the change in Marginal Effective Tax Rate (METR) for the population 

from Simulation 7. As can be seen, over 100,000 people experience an increase in their METR (the sum of 

the totals of ‘from 0.5% to 2%’ and 'from 2% to 5%’), while 1.48 million experience no change in their 

METR.  

56. The increases in the METR in Table 10 relate to the introduction of the system of marginal relief. 

While a system of marginal relief does avoid a step-effect poverty trap by phasing in a household’s full 
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LPT liability, the benefit of marginal relief is, by definition, withdrawn as income rises thus giving rise to a 

METR equal to the rate of marginal relief. Indeed the higher the rate of marginal relief is, the more rapidly 

a household becomes liable to pay their full LPT liability, thus illustrating the trade-off between labour 

supply incentives and low income supports inherent in a system of marginal relief. 

Table 10: Number of persons experiencing a change in marginal effective tax rate as a result of Simulation 7 
by original marginal effective tax rate  

 Change in 
METR 

From -
2% to -
0.5% 

From       -
0.5% to 

0.5% 

From 
0.5% to 

2% 

From 2% to 
5% 

From 5% to 
10% 

Total 

Original METR       

Less than 20%  ** 
194,793 

** 
16,565 

** 
219,976 

From 20 to 30%  ** 
198,614 

** 
26,487 

** 
230,416 

From 30% to 40%  ** 
439,523 12,970 25,282 

** 
477,775 

From 40% to 50%  ** 
209,554 

** 
20,368 

** 
234,938 

From 50% to 60%  ** 
536,400 

** 
18,644 

** 
557,756 

From 60% to 70%  ** 
30,882 13,396 

** ** 
50,234 

From 70% to 80%  ** 
13,985 

** ** ** 
16,634 

From 80% to 90%  ** 
20,353 

** ** ** 
27,185 

From 90% to 
100% 

 ** 
19,319 

** ** ** 
20,420 

Greater than 100%  
** 42,943 

** ** ** 
48,104 

Total  
3,590 1,706,366 54,432 115,825 3,224 

1,883,43
8 

Table note: Data for cells with low entries have been removed for data confidentiality reasons 

57. The number experiencing an increase in their METR can be lowered by increasing the rate of 

marginal relief from 5 percent.
11

 In the final property tax simulation, specified below, a marginal relief rate 

of 20 percent is used. 

58. Given the foregoing analysis, the final property tax simulation, which targets a revenue yield 

close to the estimated €450m-€500 million cost associated with the simulated USC changes, introduces a 

non-linear rate structure so as to offset losses from the income related reliefs from higher value properties 

(table 10). The overall revenue yield is estimated at €400-€450 million which would generate a broadly 

revenue neutral tax shift if introduced with the USC changes. The rate structure modelled is as follows: 

 Minimum payment of €100 up to an equivalised income related threshold of €10,000 and marginal 

relief at 20% thereafter 

 0.2% LPT rate for properties with valuation less than 200K; 

 0.4% for properties valued between 200 and 400K; 

 0.65% from 400 to 600K; 

 0.85% from 600 to 800K; 

                                                      
11

 For an explanation of marginal relief, see paragraph 52 above. 
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 1% from 800K to 1m; and, 

 1.25% on the incremental property value above 1m. 

Table 11: Proposed LPT Liabilities  

Property Band (€) Mid-point (€) Rate 
LPT 

Liability (€) 
 100,000 50,000 0.20% 100 

100,000 150,000 125,000 0.20% 250 

150,000 200,000 175,000 0.20% 350 

200,000 250,000 225,000 0.40% 900 

250,000 300,000 275,000 0.40% 1100 

300,000 350,000 325,000 0.40% 1300 

350,000 400,000 375,000 0.40% 1500 

400,000 450,000 425,000 0.65% 2763 

450,000 500,000 475,000 0.65% 3088 

500,000 550,000 525,000 0.65% 3413 

550,000 600,000 575,000 0.65% 3738 

600,000 650,000 625,000 0.85% 5313 
650,000 700,000 675,000 0.85% 5738 

700,000 750,000 725,000 0.85% 6163 

750,000 800,000 775,000 0.85% 6588 

800,000 850,000 825,000 1.00% 8250 

850,000 900,000 875,000 1.00% 8750 

900,000 950,000 925,000 1.00% 9250 

950,000 1,000,000 975,000 1.00% 9750 

 

59. The distributional impact is broadly progressive, with the largest losses incurred for the highest 

income groups (deciles 9 and10), and a pattern of losses that increase with income in deciles 2 to 5, 

declining losses in deciles 6 to 8, and gains in decile 1 (Figure 13).  

60. Looking closer at the pattern of losses, the decline in losses in deciles 6 to 8 is consistent with the 

pattern in simulation 5, which doubled the LPT rate for all properties and is driven by the breakdown in 

correlation between income and property value in these deciles. The gains in decile 1 relate to the 

introduction of the minimum payment, with some of these benefits as well as the marginal relief 

minimising losses for neighbouring deciles.  
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Figure 13: Simulation 8, proposed non-linear LPT rate structure, percentage change in equivalised disposable 
income  

 

 

A carefully designed shift from USC to property tax can reduce marginal and average effective rates, 

boost economic output and employment, and do so in a manner that is not regressive. 

61. The overall macroeconomic and distributional impacts of an approximate €500m revenue neutral 

shift from USC to property taxes are described below. This shift results in a top marginal rate of less than 

50% for all taxpayers with income below €70,000, with a lower average effective tax rate for all payers 

regardless of income. 

62. The macroeconomic gains are based on the results from the HERMES model described in 

O’Connor (2013), and summarised in Box 2 below, which were based on a €1 billion shift. The HERMES 

model results are linear and so results can be scaled to a lower reform. The results are based on the 

medium-term impact and so relate to the year 5 impact of the reform with year 1 representing the year that 

reform is introduced. When scaled to a €500 million reform, the results suggest a permanent increase in 

employment in year 5 of 0.22%, representing an additional 4,600 jobs relative to the Department of 

Finance (2015) baseline forecast (Table 12).
12

 

Table 12: Macroeconomic Impacts of €500 million shift from USC to property tax  

Amount 
Employment 

Change 
Employment (000s) Jobs Impact 

€1bn 0.43% 2,131 9,200 

€0.5bn 0.22% 2,131 4,600 

Source: O’Connor (2013) based on ESRI HERMES model, and Budget 2016 

 

                                                      
12

 Budget 2016, Department of Finance, October 2015.  
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Box 2 Description of HERMES Model and ‘Tax-Shift’ Simulations 

The HERMES model was first estimated in the 1980s and is described in Bergin et al. (2013). The 
model is based on a detailed empirical literature on the behaviour of the Irish economy. In respect of a 
‘tax shift’ the key features of the Irish economy relate to why the incidence of taxation differs between 
direct, indirect and property taxes. 

As described in Bergin et al. (2013), HERMES models the wage setting mechanism as a 
bargaining process between firms and workers over the real after tax wage. Irish manufacturing output 
prices are assumed to be determined primarily in the world market place and as such cannot easily be 
altered to respond to Irish cost conditions. In other words, Irish firms trading internationally tend to be 
price takers. Labour supply is assumed to be elastic with labour demand relatively inelastic such that in 
the medium term the incidence of labour taxation falls mainly on employers rather than employees. Thus 
as Irish exporters are assumed to not have the ability to pass on higher input costs on the world market, 
the medium term impact of higher labour taxes is a loss of competitiveness for Irish firms with a 
consequent fall in output and employment. The opposite effect occurs in the medium term from a 
reduction in labour taxes. 

While economic theory suggests that in the medium term the impact of an increase in indirect taxes 
for workers is equivalent to an increase in direct taxes, indirect taxes affect a wider population, such that 
in the HERMES model some of the incidence falls of indirect taxation falls on the household sector with a 
lower consequent impact on employment and competitiveness. As regards property taxes, the incidence 
is assumed to fall entirely on the household sector and does not affect competitiveness. 

The results presented in O’Connor (2013) were based on a €1 billion increase in revenue from 
property taxes offset by a cut in income tax sufficient to keep the general government balance 
unchanged relative to baseline. The HERMES results are broadly symmetric and linear and, within 
plausible bounds, can be scaled up or down to reflect a greater or lesser shift than that modelled. The 
results herein are scaled to represent a €500m 'shift' in the tax burden. 

Source: Description of results from O’Connor (2013) 

63. The distributional impact, which combines the USC reform in Simulation 4 and the LPT reform 

in Simulation 8, is shown in Simulation 9 below on a decile and quintile basis (Figure 14). Overall the 

reform is estimated to give rise to an average increase of 0.1% in weekly equivalised household disposable 

income.  

64. The impacts in deciles 2 to 6 and deciles 9 and 10 are very slightly negative, with gains of 0.5% 

of disposable income estimated in deciles 1 and 8. The gain in the first decile is due to the introduction of 

an income related LPT payment, while the gains in decile 8 are slightly more complex and are due to the 

low asset values, relative to income, which result in a relatively low increase in LPT compared with the 

USC gain. On a quintile basis, the estimated impact is effectively zero for quintiles 2, 3 and 5 with gains in 

quintiles 1 and 4.  

65. However, while the reform is distributionally neutral across the decile and quintile distribution, it 

is important to note that within these deciles there would be winners and losers depending on individual 

household circumstances.   

66. The revenue projections within the SWITCH model indicate that the USC costs €60-70m 

(0.03%-0.04% of 2014 nominal GDP) more than the LPT reforms gains. Although not perfectly revenue 

neutral it is in practical terms close to neutrality relative to the government’s overall spending and the 

economy. In addition, although finely calibrated and based on the best available micro data on Irish 
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households, the simulations do not account for possible positive behavioural effects that could result in 

revenue gains. The simulations also do not account for any costs of providing income support to low-

income renting households should LPT increases be partially passed on in rents. Both of these factors 

would affect the exact calibration of the LPT rates required to ensure a revenue neutral tax shift for a given 

cut in USC but not the fundamental policy design.  

Figure 14: Simulation 9, Overall impact of USC-LPT reform, percentage change in equivalised disposable 
income, decile and quintile impact  

 
 

 
 

67. As a result of the simulation, 67% of persons (employees and self-employed) experience a 

decrease in their METR with no change in METR for a further 31% (Table 13). Only 2% face an increased 

METR from the simulation which arises due to the system of marginal relief.  
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Table 13: Change in METR  

Increase 2% 
No Change 31% 
Decrease 67% 

Total 100% 

         Source: ESRI SWITCH Model  

Conclusions  

68. Overall, the illustrated shift from labour to property tax is pro-growth and pro-employment, 

without the equity losses that often arise with some growth enhancing tax reforms. It therefore suggests 

that growth enhancing tax reforms can be inclusive. There are some trade-offs though. The introduction of 

the property tax with a capped payment and marginal relief for low income property owning households 

does mean that some (but importantly not all) of the benefits of higher incentives to work from lower 

labour taxation are lost. In practice, some compensation may also need to be provided to low-income 

renting households as well if the increase in the LPT was partially passed on to them. It is also a relatively 

complex change, which would complicate the relatively simple nature of the existing property tax system 

and increase administrative and compliance costs. 
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ANNEX: SIMULATING THE DISTRIBUTIONAL IMPACT OF REFORMING FAMILY 

INCOME SUPPLEMENT TO REDUCE A LOW INCOME TRAP 

Family Income Supplement (FIS) is an in-work benefit paid to families with children that reduces 

welfare traps by helping to off-set welfare benefits lost on return to work. However, rapid withdrawal of 

the FIS at modest income levels has generated high marginal effective tax (METR) rates for the low-paid 

by OECD standards, discouraging further work effort and creating a low income trap. This annex describes 

the distributional and incentive effects of a growth enhancing reform to FIS to reduce the high METRs 

faced by the low-paid and thereby induce greater labour supply.       

The current system of FIS is described in the table below. Each household receives 60% of the 

difference between the income limit, based on the number of children in a household, and the assessable 

income of the household. It is the withdrawal rate of 60% that gives rise to a very high METR for 

recipients.  

The proposed reform aims to alleviate the high METR for FIS recipients by increasing the income 

limit and reducing the withdrawal rate. The reform involves increasing the weekly income limit from €602 

to €865 for a two child household and to ensure almost identical income gains for other household sizes, 

with a lower withdrawal rate of 32%. The new parameters were chosen to shift the burden of high METRs 

off the low-paid without making anyone worse off, and to roughly halve the METR due to FIS withdrawal. 

Such a reform would also be more in-line with the general progressivity of the tax system by helping to 

ensure that those on modest incomes in receipt do not end up facing a higher METR than the highest paid. 

The new income limit for a family with one child is just below the average weekly wage of €697 in mid-

2015. The current and proposed systems are described below.  

Table A1: Family Income Supplement: current and proposed systems 

Number of Children 
Weekly Income Limit 

(current) 

Weekly Income Limit 

(proposed) 

One €506 €685 

Two €602 €865 

Three €703 €1 055 

Four €824 €1 285 

Five €950 €1 520 

Six €1,066 €1 735 

Seven €1,202 €1 990 

Eight €1,298 €2 170 

Withdrawal rate 60% 32% 

 

The intended beneficiaries of the reform are those currently in receipt of FIS, i.e., those households 

with income below the current income limits. For these households the new system would pay out a lower 

proportion, i.e. 32% of a larger income interval (the new income limit less assessable household income). 

This results in a significantly lower marginal effective tax rates through a less rapid withdrawal rate. As 

well as facing a lower effective tax rate, individual household income would not fall and in many cases 
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they would be substantially better off. From an income distribution perspective, as shown below, no decile 

is left worse off by this reform.  

The SWITCH model has three key policy parameters that allow analysis of reforms to FIS. These are 

the per child income limit expressed on a weekly basis, the withdrawal rate, and the assumed take-up by 

the eligible population. Within the constraint of these parameters it is not possible to model the ‘ideal’ or 

optimum reform, described above, which is only intended to apply to those currently eligible. Instead by 

raising the income limit in the model, households that are not currently eligible will become eligible for 

FIS payments and thereby benefit from gains in income. 

The results from the SWITCH simulation, presented below, show all deciles gaining from the reform, 

with an average household gain of 0.28% of weekly equivalised disposable income. Decile 3 gains 1.59 per 

cent with decile 5 gaining 1.04 per cent and deciles 2 and 4 gaining 0.47 per cent and 0.76 per cent 

respectively. At the current take-up rate of 33% of those eligible for FIS, the cost of the reform is 

approximately EUR 200 million (0.1% of GDP). The cost would rise should the take-up rate increase in 

response to the greater generosity of the payment. At a 100% take-up rate the reform would cost 

approximately EUR 700 million (0.4% of GDP).  

Figure A1:  Change in FIS parameters simulation, percentage change in equivalised household disposable 
income   

 

In terms of incentives, a separate simulation in the SWITCH model shows that due to the reduced 

withdrawal rates, some 11 880 people with a pre reform marginal effective tax rate between 60% and 70% 

would experience a reduction in their METR of more than 20%. There would also be 10770 people 

currently facing an METR between 30-40% that would face an increase of more than 20% in their METR. 

However, these higher METRs would be incurred at a higher point in the income distribution and would be 

easier to bear and the labour supply disincentives are arguably less. This illustrates the impact on 

incentives that a targeted reform of FIS could potentially offer. 
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